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-.BSTRACT: Following the 26 December 2004 tsunami disaster around the Indian Ocean , many organisations
governments involved in the reconstruction subscribed to the phrase "build back better" . Different definitions
interpretations of this phrase led to widely varying actions and outcome s in the ongoing reconstruction,
iculariy with regards to shelter and settlement. Drawing on field experience from Aceh, Indonesia and

=-' Lanka, this paper examines disaster mitigat ion lessons from the theory and practice of "build back better" ,
. ussed in three categori es:

Different meanings of "better" .
_ Raised expectations.

Thinking beyond tsunami s.

The framing used is the combination of disaster relief principles articulated in 1982 and the tsunami "build
- . better" propo sitions developed in 2006 . Based on the fie ld evidence, alternative phrase s are propos ed and
cussed. Overall , the most significant concern with "build back better" is that it tried, but failed to invent a new

ept for post -disaster aid and, instead, caused confusion and pract ical difficult ies in post-ts unami disaster
f and disaster mitigation, creating problem s which should not have arisen given previous knowledge and
rience.

wo rds: build back better; disaster mitigation; settlement ; shelter; tsunami ; urban protection

L'TRODUCTION

. 6 December 2004 , an earthquake off the coast of
esia led to tsunamis which propagated across the
Ocean, killing over 250,000 people in more than

en countries. The disaster neces sitated extensive
-disaster reconstruction of settlement and shel-
- eking to rebuild old communities and to build

ommunities, the previously coined phrase (e.g.
ay, 2002) "build back better" or "building back
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better" came to define and represent the effort s (e.g.
James Lee Witt Associates, 2005; UNICEF, 2005;
USINFO, 2005 ; Clinton, 2006).

As detailed by Kennedy et al. (2008), "build
back better" was used to imply the need to link
humanitarian relief and post-disaster reconstruction
with longer-term disaster mitigation and vulnerability
reduction effort s in order to ensure that reconstruc
tion would not lead to conditions which could result
in a similar disaster recurring. Establishing this link



is particularly challenging regarding post-disaster set
tlement and shelter (e.g. Cuny, 1983; Shelterproject,
2003). The preferred principles to adopt have been
known for some time, because after Turner's (1972:
148) "housing as a verb" , Davis (1978 : 33) proposed
that ' shelter must be considered as a process, not
as an obje ct'. Especially for "shelter after disaster"
(the title of Davis, 1978), shelter is not the structure
only, such as a particular type of tent or house, but
is an ongoing and interconnected series of tasks or
actions which fulfil the needs of (from Kennedy et aI.,
2008):

(i) Physical and psychological health includin g pro
tection from the elements and a feeling of home
and communi ty.

(ii) Privacy and dignity for families and for the
community.

(iii) Physical and psychological security.
(iv) Livelihood support .

During post-disaster reconstruction, before perma
nent communities are ready, these needs still exist
and can be met through adequate settlement and shel
ter. The term "transitional settlement and shelter"
(Corsellis and Vitale, 2005) is now used to express
the transition phase between (i) meeting immediate,
emergency needs and (ii) completing new communi
ties and infrastructure where disaster survivors will
settle. Examples of transitional settlement and shelter
are lacing displaced people with willing host fami
lies, voluntarily or with compensation; planned camps
with simple structures that allow for easy upgrade; and
trailers or mobile homes set up in the yards of ruined
homes.

2 METHODS

This paper uses field work evidence from tsunami
affected locations to examine disaster mitigation
lessons from the theory and practice of"build back bet
ter", particu larly with respect to settleme nt and shelter.
The field work was done from the beginning of 2005
to the end of 2007 and focused on operationa l tasks
for several non-governmental organisations, which are
not identified here in order to preserve confidentiality,
mainly attempting to implement transitional settle
ment and shelter.The geographical areas covered were
Aceh and Sri Lanka, which were amongst the worst
hit by the disaster. The experiences in these places
have been compiled for the analysis and discussion
presented here.

The discussion is completed based on the principle s
for post-disaster settlement and shelter as described by
Davis (1978) and then revised in UNDRO (1982). In
the list of principles below, the first phrase, in quo
tation marks, is taken directly from UNDRO (1982:

3--4). The words after the colon paraphrase the ex
nation given in UNDRO (1982):

Principle 1. 'Resources of survivors ' : Assistan .
should not duplicate what can be
provided by the survivors, their
friends, and their famil ies.

Principle 2. 'Allocation of roles for assisting
groups': Roles should be assigned
logically and by the local
authorities.

Principle 3. 'T he assessment of needs ' :
Assessments should focus on
survivors' needs, not on property
damage.

Principle 4. ' Evacuation of survivors': Mandat
evacuation should be avoided, but
voluntary movement including retun
should be assisted.

Principle 5. 'Th e role of emergency shelter' :
Imported shelter does not always p _
a primary role, because local
materials and techniques are prefe ,
by the recipients.

Principle 6. 'Shelter strategies' : Many options
exist for transitional shelter and all
should be considered in order to
select the best one, but the
reconstruction process should start _
soon as possible.

Principle 7. 'Contingency planning
(preparedness)': Post-disaster shelter
needs should be considered and
planned for before an event strikes.

Principle 8. 'Reconstruction: the opportunity f
risk reduction and reform': Post
disaster reconstruction should be use
to improve commun ities through
reducing the risks faced.

Principle 9. 'Re location of settlements' : Compl
relocation rarely works, but
reconstruct ion should consider
avoiding the most hazardous areas.

Principle 10. 'Land use and land tenure':
Reconstruction must consider these
issues.

Principle 11. 'Financing shelter': Disaster-affect 
people should participate in financi _
the reconstruction.

Principle 12. 'Rising expectations' : Shelter
assistance should not raise
expectations of the reconstruction
beyond what can be realistically
achieved.

Principle 13. 'Accountability of donors to
recipients of aid': Assisting groups
must be accountable to the aid
recipients.
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1,5, II 2,3, 10, 13 7,8,9 2, 14 3 2, 13, 14 2, 13, 14 II 13 7,8, 9

Comparing Clinton 's (2006) propositions with UNDRO's (1982) princi ples .

e 14. 'G uidelines for the local level' :
Qualified, local personnel should
develop shelter guidelines for their
particular situation .

109875 64

Not all principles are covered by the propositions,
but that is in part because Clinton (2006) applied
"build back better" beyond UNDRO's (1982) focus on
shelter and settlement. As well, sometimes one doc
ument is more general than the other. For instance,
"the conditions for entrepreneurs to flourish" (Proposi
tion 8) implies private enterprise rather than Principle
11 which encompasses , but does not limit, shelter
financing to entrepreneurs. Similarly, Propositions
6 and 7 divide multilateral agencies from non-profit
groups, whereas the principles emphasise the need
for bottom-up approaches irrespective of the outside
organisation.

Table I shows that Clinton (2006) does not provide
any material substantively different from UNDRO
(1982) and, based on the 24 years of experience
between the two documents, it is questionable whether
or not improvements have been made.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For brevity, only limited examples can be provided, so
they are focused directly on meanings and interpreta
tions of "build back better" as experienced during the
field work. These are provided as three categories:

1. Different meanings of "better";
2. Raised expectations;
3. Thinking beyond tsunamis.

Proposition 10: Good recovery must leave
communities safer by reducing
risks and building resilience.'

3.1 Different meanings of "better "

The use of "better" led to subjective viewpoints
regarding the word's meaning. Many organisations
working in the tsunami-affected areas were focused
on longer-term goals and wider aims, as articulated
in UNDRO (1982) and Clinton (2006). Examples
include making communities less vulnerable to
disasters; addressing some development concerns
simultaneously with reconstruction ; offering more
accountability of external organisations to the local
population; increasing participation of those affected
by the disaster and by the reconstruction; and being
able to implement established field standards such as
Sphere (2004).

In contrast, many local organisations and disaster
affected people understood "better" to include

3
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from UNDRO (1982)

. ns from Clinton (2006)

aion I : Governments, donors, and aid
agencies must recognize that
families and communities drive
their own recovery.

"o n 2: Recovery must promote fairness
and equity.

'on 3: Governments must enhance
preparedness for future
disasters.

. 'on 4: Local governments must be
empowered to manage recovery
efforts, and donors must devote
greater resources to strengthening
government recovery institutions,
especially at the local level.

, 'on 5: Good recovery planning and
effective coordination depend on
good information.

-, 'on 6: The UN, World Bank, and other
multilateral agencies must clarify
their roles and relationships,
especially in addressing the early
stage of a recovery process.

- 'on 7: The expanding role of NGOs and
the Red Cross/Red Crescent
Movement carries greater
responsibilities for quality in
recovery efforts.

'on 8: From the start of recovery
operations, governments and aid
agencies must create the conditions
for entrepreneurs to flourish,
Beneficiaries deserve the kind of
agency partnerships that move
beyond rivalry and unhealthy
competition.

.~ principles are currently in the middle ofbeing
' 0 ten principles by the Geneva-based Shelter

_ http://www.sheltercentre.org) with the support
zransitional settlement and shelter sector.
, UNDRO's fourteen principles are matched

ton's (2006) ten propositions which tended to
o define "build back better" in the tsunami's

(Table I). The propositions directly quoted
, ton (2006) are:



3.3 Thinking beyond tsunamis

Disaster mitigation measures are frequently enac ted
counter the disaster which has just occurred, regardless
of the consequences for other possible events . Many
organi sations and government officials interp ret

• Safe and secure;
• Adher ing to the Western concept ofa nuclear i

with each married couple or bereaved spouse
their children having a right to a dwelling rather
a large extended family living in the same dwe

3.2 Raised expectations

The different interp reta tions of"build back better"
to expectations being raise d which were then
lenging to meet, exac tly the prob lem which P .
12 warns against. Part of the challenge in Sri
and Aceh arose due to limits with community par;
pation exercises , noting that community partic i
is appropriate as espoused by Principles 1, 5, arx
and by Proposition 1. The full settle ment and 
ter process, and especially time scales for enact ing
process, were not always communicated or underst
so "build back better" led to differing expecta
regarding the reconstruction and the reconstru
speed.

Three ma in, but linked reasons emerged for
that happened, despite the Principles and Proposi .
First , the large scale of the disaster stretched 
personnel and training resources of internati
organisations that often could not provi de en _
staff trained and experienced in shelter and settle
issues . Second, working with inexperienced gov
ment officials-who had often lost fam ily mem
their offices, and their hom es to the tsunami- pI
were created and pre sented to communities prom is _
time lines and results which cou ld not be met. Thir;
in many places in Aceh and Sri Lanka, the workfi
was largely the homeowners themselves, as pan
the participation and owner ship process, meaning
individuals and fam ilies created their own expe ctati
of "build back better" and then , often supported ' _
local official s, expec ted international organisations .
fulfi l those expectations.

Overall , "build back better" appropriately tried
include communities in the plan ning and constructi
of sett lement and shelter, yet did not fully accou nt 
the time and per sonnel nece ssary to train and moni
a workforce (local , national, and international) prev
ous ly unskilled in shelter and settlement issues. Tbe
incre asingly unfu lfilled expectations, in terms of b 
timeline and fina l result, led to an increased foe
on fini shing construction irrespective of quality a
people pursuing their own con struction irrespective
defic ienc ies which might resu lt.

elements such as appearing to be more affiuent,
being more modern, or emulating Western construc
tion sty les . This interpretation was exemplified by the
selection of bui lding materials in Aceh. Traditio nal
building techniques used timber, with a shift in recent
decades to softwood from har dwood due to pop ula
tion expansion and, in turn, decreased availability and
increased expense of hardwood. External organ isa
tions wished to rebui ld the pre-tsunami bui lding stock,
which they saw as being mainly softwood, maki ng it
"better" by addressing some risk reduc tion and devel
opment concerns. The Acehnese preferred hardwood
or masonry dwellings because "better" was identified
as being more affiuent or appearing to be more modem.

In many instances, people removed key structural
components from their new houses in order to save
materials or money. They then used these compo
nents to extend the building or for fancy f inishes, to
appear more affiuent. Similarly, fami lies were seen
reducing the amount of cement used in bricks and
mortar, there by decreasing the hou ses' earthquake
res istance. The cement could then be used for exten
sions or for externa l ornamentation, which not only
has aest hetic value but also makes the famil y appear
to be modern and affiuent. In these cases, "building
back better" meant that aesthetics and an affiuent
appearance dominated safety.

Another factor in these changes was that tradi 
tional building skills were base d on timb er rather than
masonry, so masonry dwellings had a higher likelihood
of disp laying unsafe practices and poor workmanship.
As well, masonry buildings are less suited to Aceh's
climate and pose more risk in the event of an earth
quake than do timber dwellings. The definition of
"better" led to different selections of bui lding mat e
rials depending on the definition adopted for "better".

Discussions with local officials and local s receiving
shelters in both case study sites demonstrated the vari
ety ofmeanings of "better". Examples ofviews which
were articulated upon hearing "build back better"
(usua lly in the ir native language which was generally
Achenese, Baha sa, Sinhale se, or Tamil) were:

• Expectation of indoor plumbing and electricity in
free dwelling s where those services had not existed
before; sometimes having a kitchen and bathroom
were specifically of interest;

• A larger house , larger rooms, and/or more rooms;
• Imp roved access to improved education and health

facilities;
• Appearing to be of a higher socio-economic status

(e.g. masonry rather than wood irrespective of the
safet y and comfort con sequences);

• Legal land owne rship;
• A better location than before, such as easy acces s

to market or a hospital or not in area s deemed to be
vulne rable to flooding alongside a river or along the
coast;
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- CONCLUSIONS

poss ibilities which could have been considered include
"build back safer" (Kennedy et aI., 2008) and "build
back sustainably" , "Safer" helps to focus on reduc 
ing risk and creating communities which will not be
devastated by the next extreme event, but it fails to
define just who will be safer and for how long. "Sus
tainable" and its variations are frequently criticised as
being subject to widely disparate interpretations.

The phrase "build back safer, stronger, and smarter"
was used in the USA follow ing Hurricanes Katrina and
Rita in 2005 , but both "stronger" and "smarter" suf
fer from the concerns articulated for "better" . Further
misunderstandings cou ld also result. For example, in
UK English, "smarter" means "neater" or "tidier" in
addition to "more intelligent". "Stronger" is not nec
essarily appropriate for dealing with disasters over the
long-term, as exemplified by the "Living with Risk"
approach (ISDR, 2004) and the movement away from
the paradigm of"protection from nature" (e.g. Kelman
and Mather, 2008) .

Given that these phrases are English in ori
gin, and some subject to different English inter
pretations, translation of these phrases to other
languages- Achenese, Bahasa, Tamil, and Sinhalese
for the cases discussed - would naturally be expected
to generate confusion and even more interpretations.
The evidence presented from the case study sites
reveals such confusion.

Rather than succumbing to the marketing glee
which often pervades the "humanitarian business"
and which can marginalise dedicated and competent
personnel, it might be appropriate to avoid a single
tagline . Instead, a set of principles or guiding state
ments could be emphasised, with UNORO (1982)
forming the most solid basis, albeit requiring the
update which Shelter Centre is undertaking. While
there were few substantive changes between UNDRO
(1982) and Clinton (2006) , much has been learned
between the two documents and many of the concepts
have been more formally detailed, extensively inves
tigated theoretically and in the field, and critiqued.
Examples of more formal labels which have sub
stantively influenced disasters and development work
since UNORO (1982) are the sustainable livelihoods
approach (Chambers and Conway, 1992; Chambers,
1995), sustainable development (Brundtland, 1987),
the entitlement approach (Sen , 1981), "do no harm"
in humanitarian work (Anderson, 1999), and a rights
based approach (COHRE, 2005) . Many ofthese strate 
gies are actively applied, such as in Sphere (2004) and
Corsellis and Vitale (2005) .

This pre-tsunami work suggests that perhaps the
most significant concern with "build back better"
is from an academic perspective: it tried to invent
something new when something new was not needed.
Instead of ten new Propositions, the fourteen origi
nal Principles could have been applied in the field

e observations made during the field work suggest
- t some concern in successfully implementing the

ild back better" approach emerged from the phrase
zself The attempt to use and market a catchy phrase
seemed to be the problem more so than attempts by
_ rsonnel on the ground to implement it according to
--eir own interpretation and experiences. For example,

any organisations used Sphere (2004) and Corsel
r , and Vitale (2005) which support the "build back

rter" Propositions, but which were developed using
_. 'ORO (1982), preceding Clinton (2006).

Choosing "better" as the main adjective was unhelp
- I in that it generated confusion, as demonstrated
•_ the different interpretations of the word. Other

back better" to mean that a similar tsunami dis
should never happen again, even though that is
art of Principles 7,8, and 9 and Proposition 10.

most obvious "build back better" measure against
is was taken : banning development near the

eline.
"Buffer zones " or "exclusion zones ", sometimes

led according to support for or against the mea -
_.were instituted and changed arbitrarily and incon 
ently in Aceh and Sri Lanka. This meant that

and available for permanent settlement was not
TI or it changed during the transit ional phase . The

sitional-to-permanent connection was weakened.
~ using exclusively on the just-experienced dis

. in this case the tsunami inundation zones , has
ng potential for exacerbating existing vulnera

ties or for creating new and unnecessary vulner
. ies (Lewis , 1999; Wisner et aI., 2004). In Aceh

- Sri Lanka , some previously coastal communities
_ e rebuilt inland, severing the connection between

- cers, their equipment and knowledge of the sea .
Sri Lanka, ActionAid (2006) made accusations

- - coastal land off-limits for local reconstruction
...: being allocated for hotel construction. Local
elihoods would become less focused on subsis

e and more dependent on external investment,
__ting vulnerabilities based on social inequities and

nomic dependence.
Finally, few locations for transitional or permanent
lement had multi -hazard assessments completed,
reducing the tsunami hazard through relocation
Id place a community in areas of increased hazard

other events such as earthquake-induced Iique
- • ion, freshwa ter flooding, and landslides. "Build
- ck better" was frequently interpreted in the con-

t of only the 26 December 2004 tsunamis-and in
- ceh, at times, even forgetting the earthquake, which

s not fully match the intent of the Principles or the
::'-opositions.
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immediately, while experiences since the creation of
the Principles could have been used to support or
discredit where appropriate.

This post-tsunami field evidence demonstrates how
discrepancies in interpretation led to practical dif
ficulties, and created problems which should not
have arisen given previous knowledge and experi
ence. Other disaster mitigation efforts- for tsunamis,
floods, and other events- should heed these lessons
to avoid "build back better" attempts that, in the end,
only make the situation worse.
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